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Abstract. Software systems that support Business Process Management are in wide-spread use. They play an important role in facilitating
process automation and process improvement. Yet, there is hardly any
insight into whether the implementation of a supposedly improved process model leads to an actual improvement in the process. The research
problem this paper addresses is: how can we determine if a new variant of
a process model is an improvement over a previous variant, with respect
to relevant measures? To this end, we suggest to build on recent software engineering concepts from the DevOps movement, and to develop
novel techniques that provide the infrastructure for assessing in how far
a specific business process change manifests an improvement.

1

Introduction

Business Process Management Systems (BPMSs) provide an infrastructure for
process automation, integrating human tasks and software services. One of their
advantages is that process improvements can be quickly put into operation. A
challenge is, however, that there is currently no support to test the often implicit
assumption that a modification of a process actually represents an improvement.
The point that not all improvement ideas lead to positive effects is underlined
by a study of changes to Microsoft’s website: only one third of the ideas had
positive and significant effects, another third no impact, and one third was even
harmful[13]. The lack of support for testing redesign hypotheses is problematic.
Given the current architecture of BPMSs, it is not possible to conduct a fair
comparison between the old process and the new process since they are not
operational at the same point of time. That means, doing post-hoc analysis of
data generated from the old process being operational in time interval [t(n −
1), t(n)] and the new process running from [t(n), t(n + 1)] is biased towards the
respective conditions of each time interval.
Concepts from DevOps, which aim to bring software development (Dev) and
operations (Ops) closer together, could help to address this problem. “DevOps is
a set of practices intended to reduce the time between committing a change to a
system and the change being placed into normal production, while ensuring high
quality”[3]. To ensure high quality, DevOps employs various testing methods.
One of these is A/B testing, where two variants (A and B ) are both deployed
and receive a share of the production workload while being monitored closely.
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The monitoring data is then used to compare the effectiveness of the two variants,
for instance in the form better conversion rates. How to apply methods like A/B
testing to process improvement has not been studied yet.

2

State of the Art

The research laid out in this paper relates to four areas of research on business
process management, which we discuss in the following.
Process Improvement. Approaches for process improvement can be classified into analysis techniques, redesign techniques, and overall procedural models.
These relate to various metrics of performance. The most prominent analysis
techniques[8] include value-added analysis and techniques such as the causeand-effect diagram. Once weaknesses are identified, methods for designing an
improved version of a business process need to be utilized, for instance based
on redesign heuristics or the work systems theory[17,2]. General procedures for
process improvement cover prototyping of the new process, its simulation, and
general systems testing techniques[11]. Note that none of these procedures explicitly tests the efficiency and effectiveness of the redesigned process, e.g., in
terms of important performance dimensions for process improvement like time,
cost, or flexibility[6].
Process Mining. The term process mining refers to various techniques for
relating event logs and process models[1]. Automated process discovery is the act
of deriving a process model from event logs. At the heart of process discovery
are algorithms that generate process models which meet various quality criteria
including fitness, simplicity, generalization and precision. The issue of variation
is also a research topic in this area: techniques for discovering process variants
have been investigated[5]. Conformance checking refers to techniques that assess if a given model fits an event log and vice versa. The main techniques for
conformance checking are token replay and alignment. Few works exist around
changes in models and process mining, e.g.[10]. Conformance checking of logs
against partly fitting models, such as new process variants, requires matching
activities of the process model with the events in the event log, which is related
to work on process model similarity and matching[12].
Testing Processes. Classically, testing of executable workflows has been
approached following a two-level paradigm: testing and verification focuses first
on the business process, and second on the implementation of each of the activities [14]. The recent years have seen several contributions on testing processes, as
surveyed in[4,7]. The focus of most reviewed works is on technical matters of correctness. A perspective that embraces process improvement is missing completely.
Recently proposed concepts in software development, delivery, and operation are
referred to under the umbrella term DevOps[3]. Automated testing plays a big
role in implementing DevOps practices, because automated tests are fast to run
and provide quality assurances. Executable business process models can be seen
as a software artifact, and hence DevOps practices could be applied in principle.
How to benefit from the characteristics of processes is an open question.
Experimental Research on Business Process Management. Recent
years have witnessed a growing stream of experimental research on BPM. This
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includes works on factors that influence the quality of a process specification.
Research on process modeling grammars has investigated quality characteristics,
actual use, and factors of comprehension[9,16]. The theoretical foundation of
experimental research on process model comprehension are often found in theories of cognition[18]. Factors of comprehension performance include, e.g. model
complexity and ontological deficiencies[15,16]. Experimental research that investigates the effectiveness of process improvements is still scarce.

3

Approach

A core idea in this paper is to make A/B testing applicable for whole process
variants. This is, however, not a straight-forward task and comes with various
challenges. First, general A/B testing methods consider a black-box model of
processing: requests are received, responses emitted, metrics are collected, and
conclusions are drawn. The behavioural properties of the process variants (process models A and B) such as concurrency and exclusiveness of activities can
help to better understand the variation in usage. Simulating the execution of a
new variant is also feasible for a known artifact, i.e., process model variant B,
in contrast to the original variant A. Second, treating the process variants as
black boxes usually requires a duplication of the whole application stack: one
whole stack with layers like the database tier, business logic tier, and the Web
tier for A, and one whole stack for B. This increases complexity, cost, time,
and resources for both configuration of isolated stacks and for operating them.
In contrast, two process variants could be deployed into the same BPMS with
efficient traffic splitting – thus requiring only a single stack. Third, by knowing
the process models it is possible to design monitoring solutions, metrics collection and aggregation, and analytical methods on a generic level, for all kinds
of process models. This may lead to reduced overhead in A/B testing: a suite
of monitoring and analytic methods can be provided, fitting many models. It
also enables the design of a suite of methods based on sound empirical methods
for experimental design. The research problem is that concepts and techniques
supporting these ideas are missing, as are insights into their merits.
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Fig. 1. Extended BPM Lifecycle
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We suggest to address this research problem with a research framework for
experimental process improvement. We believe this can be achieved by extending the BPM lifecycle and the respective support of BPMSs with capabilities to
run process variants as part of a proper experimental design. Figure 1 shows a
lifecycle model that integrates possible extensions in the implementation phase.
Research on this topic can build on three pillars: business process management,
software testing, and empirical software engineering. Possible contributions include a novel approach for comparatively testing the efficiency and effectiveness
of executable business process variants, both in simulation and operation, according to explicit design hypotheses using sound statistical methods.
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